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Abstract
Transition metals are technologically important catalytic materials. The
transition metal catalysts are used for example in petroleum and fertilizer
industry. In the car industry the catalytic materials are used in the catalytic
converters. Because of the industrial importance the catalytic metals have
been widely studied throughout the past decades. Nonetheless, the oxida-
tion mechanisms of small molecules and the effect of alloying to catalytic
properties of metals are not fully understood.
In this thesis the catalytic effect of a palladium-silver alloy on the oxidation
of a carbon monoxide molecule is studied with a computational approach.
With ab initio methods we have been able to investigate the underlying
microscopic processes of the oxidation. We have studied how the Pd atoms
introduced to an Ag surface change the catalytic properties of the mate-
rial. It has been seen that the Pd atoms enhance the dissociation of the
O2 molecules, strengthen the binding of the CO molecules and lower the
reaction barrier of the oxidation process.
In addition to the oxidation of the carbon monoxide, the oxidation of copper
surfaces has been studied. Copper is widely used for example in construc-
tion, water pipes and other large scale facilities. On the other hand, it is
used in a microscopic level in electronics as s conductor and the copper ox-
ide as an insulator. In all of these examples the oxidation of copper plays a
crucial role and it also possesses a great commercial value. In some appli-
cations the oxidation is an unwanted phenomenon, whereas in some other
applications the properties of grown oxide are exploited. The oxidation of
copper surfaces is also scientifically interesting since the oxygen is known
to induce a reconstruction of the surface. The reconstruction structure has
intensively been studied, but still the initial steps of the oxidation and re-
construction are not completely explained.
In this thesis, the reconstruction and the growth of the oxide layer on
Cu(100) are studied with a multi-scale modeling involving both the atom-
istic electronic structure calculations and the larger scale statistical simu-
lations. With the combined modeling we have been able to reproduce and
further explain the structures observed in the experiments. We have shown
that the dissociation and diffusion of oxygen is more rapid on the clean
Cu(100) surface than on the reconstructed parts of the surface. The Cu
adatoms form rapidly stable (100) islands and O adatoms form separate
c(2× 2) domains.
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1 Introduction
Because of its economical relevance, catalysis is an intensively studied field
of applied chemistry and engineering. Most of the industrial chemical pro-
cesses are catalytic, for example economically vastly important processes
such as cracking the long hydrocarbons in petroleum into smaller hydro-
carbons, primarily into gasoline, the synthesization of ammonia used in
fertilizers, oxidation of the exhaust carbon monoxide (CO) in the catalytic
converter of cars and so on. A great number of the most effective catalysts
are metallic, and more precisely, transition metals [1]. This gives the tran-
sition metal catalysts a great technological meaning which has motivated
a wide investigation of the catalysis and transition metal surfaces [2]. Our
focus has been in oxidation, because of the crucial role it has in several
industrially essential processes and applications. Not only in the sense of
unwanted corrosion but as an effective part in applications including gate
oxides in electronics, forming passivation layers and in several catalytic re-
actions. Indeed, it has been found recently that the catalytically active part
of the surface can be in fact the metal oxide and not the metal itself [3].
In this thesis two different kind of oxidation processes are studied. First we
discuss the CO oxidation and the catalytic effect of palladium silver alloys
on the process. The poisonous CO-gas is a typical exhaust gas in burning
and combustion processes. A common example is exhaust gases of cars.
The CO is also a strong greenhouse gas and therefore it is important to
reduce its production with the catalysis technology.
There are several effective catalytic materials for CO oxidation, for example
Pd, Pt and Rh. The primary interest for enhancing the properties of silver
rather than simply to use pure palladium, or such rises from the most prac-
tical reasons. Raw silver costs roughly 13 USD/oz., in the raw materials
exchange, whereas palladium costs 320 USD/oz., platinum 1200 USD/oz.
and rhodium 4800 USD/oz [4]. It is evident that these differences in prices
will motivate the usage of silver even if another metal might make a more
robust catalyst for a desired purpose. Wouda et al. [5] have shown that
the reactivity of Ag surfaces towards the CO oxidation can be modified by
alloying the Ag surfaces. To study this further we have investigated the
structure and reactivity of a Pd-Ag alloy with quantum mechanical first
principles (ab initio) methods. With these methods we are able to study
the electronic and structural effects that alloying has on surfaces and how
this alters the catalytic properties of the material.
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The second viewpoint is the oxidation of the surface itself. The chosen prob-
lem is the oxidation of the Cu(100) surface. Copper surfaces are common
and they possess some interesting properties such as formation of different
kind of oxygen domains and oxygen induced surface reconstruction. The
macroscopic aspects of the oxidation are well known but it is not com-
pletely understood how it proceeds on the atomic scale. Copper is also a
widely used material having a broad range of applications varying from very
big scale usage e.g. in water pipes and building construction to micro scale
usage as an electric conductor in electronics. The oxidation problem is in
common on all of these scales and in all of these applications.
It is of a great commercial and also scientific significance to understand and
to be able to control the oxidation. We already know some of the effects of
the oxidation and how to prevent it or how to live with it. If we understood
the very microscopic features of the oxidation better, we could also better
control the phenomenon and use it to our advantage. To gain deeper insight
into these processes, it is crucial to know the oxidation mechanisms at the
nanometer scale.
There are several experimental [1, 6, 7, 8] and computational studies [9,
10, 11, 12] on oxygen behavior on Cu(100) surface and on the epitaxial
growth of copper [13]. To extend these studies we have performed multi-
scale modeling by applying the ab initio electronic structure calculations to
study the energetics of very elementary atomic scale processes of Cu and O
ad-atom movements on the Cu(100) surface. We have used this energetics
to conduct statistical Monte Carlo simulations which give us an opportunity
to see the emerging of structures on a larger scale than what we are able
to simulate with the ab initio methods alone. This allows us to study also
the temperature dependence of stable and metastable structures, growth of
islands and the self-assembling of other structures. This might be the key
in understanding the early stages of macroscopic oxidation.
In the multi-scale modeling the model on a larger scale is based on the
observations and results of the smaller scale model. For example in our case
the statistical model is based on the energetics obtained with the electronic
structure calculations on an atomic scale. This kind of chain of models
and coarse graining can give a new insight into how the phenomena and
structures on a larger scale emerge from the very elemental principles.
2
2 Oxidation
We have studied two different kind of oxidation processes. First we study
processes of adsorbate oxidation and especially the oxidation of CO. These
kind of oxidation processes are commonly catalyzed by transition metals
where the reaction takes place on the surface of the catalytic material.
Whether the surface itself get oxidized, depends on the reaction type. For
example on the Pd(100) catalyzed CO oxidation, a thin oxide layer is formed
and sustained in the steady state [14]. In the real conditions there may also
occur oscillations between a clean metal and the oxide surface [14].
The second subject that we have studied is the oxidation of the surface itself.
The oxidation may dramatically affect the properties of the surface. In some
cases the catalytic properties can be changed since the electronic structure
of the oxidized surfaces is totally different from that of the clean ones. It has
been shown that on the case of Ru catalysts the catalytic surface is indeed
a RuO2 oxide surface [3, 15]. Also the mechanical and electric properties
of the surface can be changed and the material may lose its strength and
hardness. The corrosion resistance of iron or steel can be achieved with
a passivation layer of oxidized chromium Cr2O3 [16]. Similarly the acid
resistance of steels is based on a pre-oxidized passivation layer. On some
surfaces this kind of passivation layer does not form and instead, oxygen
can force the surface to reconstruct as in the case of Cu(100) [17] or the
oxygen slowly diffuses deeper into the metal causing the oxide layer to grow
thicker and thicker.
2.1 Transition metals
Considering catalysts there are a few interesting notions. A great number
of solid catalytic materials are metallic [18]. And more precisely, almost all
of the metal catalysts are transition metals and the catalytic behavior is
clearly associated with the presence of the d-orbital [18].
The elements in the periodic table groups IIIB-IIB are commonly called
transition metals. There is an alternative and more strict definition accord-
ing to which transition metals are materials with an incomplete d sub-shell,
bordering out the elements with the d10 configuration. I will not use this
definition because in some cases the filling of the states is different for iso-
lated atoms and for atoms in bulk. The bulk transition metals are formed
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by a strong hybridization among the s orbitals of the metal atoms. These
s-bands are quite broad in energy ≈ 20 eV whereas the p and d orbitals are
narrower being ≈ 4 eV in energy and they interact more weakly with the
other atoms in a bulk metal [18]. As the s-band is broad in the energy it
typically overlaps with the narrower d-band. The d-band being narrow and
having high density of states may have some of its states unfilled, which
is the case for example for Ni and for bulk Cu. The atomic Cu has a full
d-band [19]. The unfilled states are called holes in the d-band. The rel-
ative strength of metal bonding also depends on the filling of the d-band,
since empty and filled orbitals cannot contribute to the bonding because of
the lack of the hybridization [18]. We have studied the propertied of Pd
with 4d105s0, Ag with 4d105s1 and Cu with 3d104s1 electronic configura-
tions [17]. For catalysis and oxidation the possible strong surface state of
the electronic structure is relevant. Two different transition metals com-
bined may have their d-band and reactivity greatly changed. For example,
even small amounts of roughly 5% of Al alloyed to a Cu(100) surface greatly
enhances the reactivity of the surface to the oxidation [20]. In this thesis
the effect of alloying on the electronic structure and reactivity is studied in
terms of PdAg compounds and the catalyzed oxidation of the CO into CO2
molecules. The surface oxidation of copper (100) surface is studied together
with the oxygen induced (2
√
2×√2)R45◦-O reconstruction on Cu(100).
2.2 Oxidation and Catalysis
Our interest has been on the oxidation of toxic CO molecules into less
harmful CO2. This is a simple oxidation problem, which has a relatively
slow reaction rate in a gaseous mixture. It is known that transition metals
such as platinum, palladium and ruthenium are capable of speeding up the
oxidation process significantly [14, 21].
Considering the surface catalysis there are two different basic processes. In
the Eley-Rideal process, one of the reaction compounds is first adsorbed on
the surface and it interacts with another compound in the gaseous phase.
After interaction the newly formed molecule desorbs, see Fig. 1 [1]. The
other major type is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood process, where both of the
reaction compounds are first adsorbed on the surface where they diffuse to
each other’s vicinity and react. After the reaction the formed compound
again desorbs into the gaseous phase, see Fig. 2 [1].
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Figure 1: Eley-Rideal process
Figure 2: Langmuir-Hinshelwood process
The oxidation processes have been widely studied along last decades. Es-
pecially the proven strength of ab initio methods in the catalysis studies
has emerged a wide range of investigations [22]. The catalytic oxidation of
CO e.g. on Pt and Ru surfaces is one of the most widely studied processes
because of its supposed simplicity and prevalence. The Ru(0001) surface
is seen to speed up the oxidation of CO especially at high temperatures
and pressures [23]. Ru(0001) dissociates the O2 efficiently but, on the other
hand, it binds O and CO relative strongly which disfavors the oxidation
reaction [24]. In ultra high vacuum conditions ruthenium is known to be
a poor catalyst. In contrast, Pt, Pd, Ir, and Rh do not work best on the
highest O coverages [24]. For example on the widely studied Pt(111) the
oxidation is accelerated most when the coverages of O and CO on the sur-
face are equal, i.e. in stoichiometric proportions [25]. The behavior of the
Ru(0001) surfaces is related to the observation by Over et al. [3] that on high
O exposures the reactive surface becomes to be the RuO2 oxide surface and
not the clean Ru(0001) surface. In the industrially important conditions
the Ru seems to be the most efficient catalytic material for oxidizing CO.
The oxidation of CO on elemental Ag surfaces is known to be weak, but the
reactivity of Ag surfaces can be enhanced by introducing small amounts of
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Pd atoms on the surface [5].
The oxidation barrier on transition metal surfaces is within a good approx-
imation dominated by the strength of the bond between the O atoms and
the surface [26]. But for the real oxidation processes also the dissociation of
O2 and the diffusion of adsorbates on the surface are important. Altogether,
there are plenty of studies on the catalysis of CO oxidation on elemental
surfaces, but hetero-structure surfaces and the effect of alloying have not
been systematically studied at equal extent.
2.3 Surface oxidation
The catalysis and other properties of the surface are very condition de-
pendent. The temperature of the surface, defects and impurities etc. are
known to have an effect on the behavior of the surface. The interaction
between atoms and small molecules such as carbon, nitrogen or oxygen and
the surface is usually determined by the interplay between the p-band of
the molecule and the d-band of the transition metal surface [27].
In the weak physisorption binding, the molecule is bound to the surface
due to the van der Waals forces, meaning that the bonding is due to the
induced dipole moment of nonpolar adsorbate interacting with its own image
charge [28]. In contrast, the chemisorption is considered as a “real bonding”
between the adsorbate and the surface. The local density of states (LDOS)
at the Fermi-level can be associated with the reactivity of the surface as in
chemisorption there is considerable hybridization of the electronic orbitals
of the surface atoms and the adsorbate atom or molecule. Furthermore,
B. Hammer et al. [29] have shown that the strength of the interaction can
be characterized by the center of the d-band of the surface atom. This is
because the shift in the d-orbitals of the surface causes a relative shifting of
the bonding and anti-bonding levels between the surface and the adsorbate,
see Fig. 3 for a schematic representation.
In a real oxidation process, one of the crucial steps is the dissociation of
O2 molecules. The same goes for the oxidation of CO into CO2, several
other molecular oxidation problems and the oxidation of the surfaces. In
the oxidation, a single O atom is most often needed as the O2 molecule is
energetically stable because of the double bond. Of course for the reaction
CO → CO2 atomic oxygen is needed. The dissociation, diffusion, and reac-
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Figure 3: A schematic picture of the bonding of H2 molecule on metal and
the formation of bonding and anti-bonding levels. Transition and noble
metals have a relatively narrow d-band. For a transition metal the Fermi-
level ²f is inside the d-band and for a noble metal above the band [28].
tion rates depend on the surface and it is not straightforward to say which
is the rate limiting step.
There are a few possible ways to study the dissociation energies of molecules
in the vicinity of a surface. One of the elementary ways is quantum molec-
ular dynamics which is a robust method but also computationally demand-
ing. A simpler way is to calculate the energy of the system with different
adsorbate-surface distances and with different adsorbate bond lengths. This
way one forms a two dimensional cut from the real potential energy surface
(PES), which may give a good approximation and insight into the disso-
ciation energetics. The surface defects, steps and impurities are known to
have a significant effect on the dissociation [28], which is also related to the
interest of alloying, since even a small amount of impurity atoms at the
surface may dramatically alter the reactivity and mechanical properties of
metal materials.
In experiments it is sometimes desirable to induce high O coverages on sur-
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faces. The highest oxygen coverages are obtained with stronger oxidants
than O2, for example NO and NO2. Oxygen molecules do not easily oxidize
transition metal surfaces such as Pt, Pd and Ag because of the low dissoci-
ation rate [5, 30]. The behavior of oxidation as a function of temperature is
also different between NO2 and O2 exposures. For example on Pd(111) sur-
face the temperature does not have effect on the observed coverage under
O2 exposure, but after the NO2 exposure the coverage increases strongly
with elevated temperatures [30]. It seems that the dissociation of O2 on
Pd(111) is not thermally activated, but it is rather some indirect dissocia-
tion mechanism for example a precursor mediated process [30]. The case is
similar to the O pre-covered Cu(100) which exhibits the same behavior and
for which a precursor mediated dissociation process has been suggested. For
details consider Paper V. The oxide structure can grow on surfaces either
by layer-by-layer fashion or by island growth. Also it is possible that both
of the processes are involved in the different stages of the growth. The sur-
face oxide structure of Cu(100) grows in the layer-by-layer manner up to
one monolayer (ML) of oxygen and then proceed by the growth of Cu2O
islands [7]. The first grown layer is the reconstruction layer on which the
reconstruction islands begin to nucleate.
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3 Density Functional Theory
The Density functional theory (DFT) has taken a solid position in com-
putational materials science during the past decades. The DFT approach
has been widely used for studying for example transition metals, semicon-
ductors and other solid state systems. First principles calculations provide
a controllable way to study the effects of alloying. The method allows us
to vary the concentration, and thereby study the structural and electronic
changes it imposes on materials. Using DFT methods in catalysis calcula-
tions enables us to seek accurately transition rates and reaction energetics.
In this section the basic theory of DFT calculations with the related ap-
proximations is presented.
3.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorem
The density functional theory is based on a theorem by Hohenberg and
Kohn [31] which suggests that the electron density may be taken as a basic
variable on which all the other physical quantities depend. The following
shows the general idea how this can be done.
Let us consider a typical time-independent Hamiltonian of a many body
system
Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ + Ŵ , (1)
where the kinetic energy operator is
T̂ =
−~2
2m
∑
i
〈ψi|∇2|ψi〉. (2)
Ŵ represents the electron-electron interaction
Ŵ =
∑
i,j
〈ψiψj|w(~ri, ~rj)|ψjψi〉 (3)
and the ionic core potential is
V̂ = 〈ψi|v(~ri)|ψi〉. (4)
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Now we define a set V of local one-particle potentials such that for all
V̂ ∈ V the solution to the problem
(T̂ + V̂ + Ŵ )|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉 (5)
gives a nondegenerate ground state energy E of the many particle problem
[32]. The Schro¨dinger equation defines a mapping σ : V → Ψ. Here Ψ
is the set of all ground state wave functions. For all many-particle ground
state wave functions Ψ ∈ Ψ one can calculate the ground state density
n(~r) = 〈Ψ|n̂(~r)|Ψ〉 (6)
with the fermion density operator n̂ ∈ N as the sum of one particle densities
n̂(~r) =
∑
i
ψ∗i (~r)ψi(~r). (7)
A calculation of the ground state densities defines again a mapping ρ : Ψ→
N from the set of ground state wave functions to the set of ground state
densities.
Both of the mappings defined here are known to be bijective [32] and thus
there exist inverse mappings σ−1 and ρ−1 which together define a mapping
σ−1ρ−1 : N → V. This gives us a unique dependence between the ground
state wave functions and the ground state densities. Thus the ground state
density may be taken as a basic variable on which all the other variables
depend.
The theory is valid for potentials that are ”smooth enough” and may be
extended to nondegenerate ground states as well [32]. The theory is based
on the Schro¨dinger equation which guarantees that all physical densities
represent some physical wave functions. It is, however, possible to define
unphysical densities that cannot be represented with any potential v(~r, ~r ′)
in the Schro¨dinger equation. Since the restriction is for unphysical potentials
it will not be considered here any further. For more details see the book by
Dreizler and Gross [32].
3.2 Kohn-Sham equations
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem shows the theoretical basis for taking the
density as a basic variable. The problem is how the functionals should be
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formulated if one wants them on one hand to predict the physical quantities
correctly and on the other hand to be as easy to be used as possible. This
makes the description of the many particle system an essential problem in
studying the structure of matter, since it is known that only the most simple
cases may be solved analytically or even in a numerically exact way. Let
us introduce the basic idea of the Kohn-Sham scheme which implements
the DFT for the usage of calculating properties of condensed matter [33].
According to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem the electronic energy is a func-
tional of the electronic density n(~r) and it takes the form [33]
E[n(~r)] =
∫
v(~r)n(~r)d~r +
1
2
∫ ∫
n(~r)n(~r ′)
|~r − ~r ′| d~rd~r
′ +G[n], (8)
where n(~r) is the electronic density and G[n] is a functional of the density.
This expression gives the ground state energy for the correct density n(~r).
The energy functional G[n] may be written as
G[n] = Ts[n] + Exc[n], (9)
with Ts[n] being the kinetic energy of a noninteracting system and Exc[n]
giving the exchange and correlation energy of an interacting electron system,
both with the same density n(~r). Basically the nonlocal exchange potential
is defined according to the theorem by Hartree and Fock as
V̂x = −1
2
∑
i,j
∫ ∫
d~rd~r ′
e2δsi,sj
|~r − ~r ′|ψ
∗
i (~r)ψi(~r
′)ψ∗j (~r
′)ψj(~r), (10)
where si and sj refers to the spin states of corresponding electrons [19].
With the exchange energy we can also define the correlation energy which
is the difference between the exact solution of the problem and the solution
achieved with the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation.
The exchange-correlation term contains quantum mechanical manybody ef-
fects. Two electrons with the same spin cannot be at the same position.
In the HF approximation, the antisymmetry of the wavefunction takes into
account the correlation between the positions of the electrons [28]. This is
called exchange energy which is described with the exchange hole density.
An electron with spin i causes depletion, or a hole, of electrons with the
opposite spin in the near region. Also the electrons with the same spin may
have their movement correlated. This effect is called electron correlation
and it is incorporated to the exchange-correlation energy functional. The
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approximation of the exchange-correlation functional is not straightforward
and it will be discussed briefly later on.
Not worrying about the exact form of the energy functionals we can proceed
with the formal treatment. The foundation of the Kohn-Sham scheme is
based on the assumption that the exact ground state density of the inter-
acting system equals to the ground state density of the system with local
single-particle potential and the corresponding charge density [32].
For the nondegenerate ground state the density has a unique representation
n(~r) =
N∑
i=1
|ψi(~r)| (11)
which together with the one particle Schro¨dinger equations
Ĥiψi =
(−∇2
2m
+ V̂ion(~r) + V̂h(~r;n) + V̂xc(~r;n)
)
ψi(~r) = ²iψi(~r) (12)
are called the Kohn-Sham equations [33]. The great advantage of this model
is that only the exchange and correlation functionals need approximations
whereas the kinetic energy functional may be treated exactly [34]. One has
to keep in mind that the functional is exact only for the noninteracting
system and does not describe exactly the interacting system even if the
functional itself may be treated exactly. In the Kohn-Sham scheme these
equations are solved self-consistently for the charge density.
We may rewrite Eq. (12) as
(T̂ [n] + V̂eff [n])ψi = ²iψi. (13)
Here we call Veff [n] an effective potential, which consists of three terms.
V̂ion is the ionic potential caused by the positively charged ions cores and
V̂h is the Hartree electrostatic potential of the electrons
V̂h =
∫
d~r ′
n(~r ′)
|~r − ~r ′| . (14)
Generally, the third term of Veff , the exchange-correlation potential Vxc =
²xcn(~r) + n(~r)
∂²xc
∂n(~r)
is not explicitly known. The first approximation for the
exchange-correlation functional is to assume a slowly varying density, i.e.
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that the local electron density is almost constant. This is the so-called local
density approximation (LDA) giving the exchange-correlation energy as [33]
ELDAxc =
∫
n(~r)²xc[n(~r)]d~r. (15)
The LDA has been widely used and it gives good results especially for bulk
properties. For certain cases the approximation of slowly varying charge
density is not valid anymore. Especially for the valence states on metal sur-
faces the approximation of slowly varying density is not realistic [35]. Also
for small molecules and adsorption calculations, the LDA results can devi-
ate dramatically from the experimental results. For these purposes several
types of generalized gradient approximations (GGA) have been developed.
In the GGA the exchange-correlation is not only a functional of the value
of the electron density but also a functional of the different kind of gradi-
ent expansions of it. In certain applications the GGA’s have shown to give
significantly better results for the properties of systems studied.
For example, for the dissociation energy of an O2 molecule is experimen-
tally observed 5.23 eV. The LDA results deviate from this value even more
than 2 eV, whereas the GGA results deviate less than 1 eV, and at their
best only few tenths of an eV [36]. Probably the most commonly used
GGA’s are the functionals developed by Perdew and Wang [37], Perdew
and Becke [38, 39], Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [40] and revised Perdew,
Burke and Ernzerhof [36].
3.3 Plane Wave Pseudo Potential Method
How easily the Kohn-Sham equations can be solved depends on the used
potentials [41]. For example if we consider the electron-ion interaction as
the simple Coulombic potential it diverges at the centers of ions, which is
unacceptable within numerical approaches. The potential seen by an elec-
tron caused by the other electrons and ion cores may be treated within
several different approximations. The chemical properties of most atoms is
determined by the valence electrons [28]. By dividing the space around the
atoms into core and valence region the description of chemical properties
can be preserved even if the the potential inside the core region is strongly
approximative, see Fig. 4. The smoothed potential inside core region re-
quires a smaller basis set for approximating the wave functions, and thus
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Figure 4: In the upper panel a schematic representation of the all-electron
(solid line) and pseudo wave function (dashed line) and in lower panel their
corresponding potentials. The core radius is illustrated with vertical line at
rc [28].
lighter computation with a suitable accuracy [41]. This has lead into the
development of pseudo potentials.
In the first simulations the pseudo potential approximation together with
the plane wave expansion was applied. In a plane wave basis the valence
wave function ψ may be represented as a Fourier series
ψ~kn(~r) =
∑
k,G
ψ~kn(
~G)ei(
~k+ ~G)·~r, (16)
where ~G denotes a reciprocal lattice vector and ~k a wave vector. If the wave
function (16) is an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) then ψ~kn(
~G)
is an eigenfunction of the corresponding Hamilton operator with Fourier
transformed potential and charge density terms. Furthermore, this plane
wave basis may be orthogonalized in such a way that the valence plane wave
of the wave vector ~k can be made orthogonal to the core wave functions with
an equivalent ~k [42].
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Once the atomic space is divided into the core and valence regions, the core
region has effectively positive charge which possesses an attractive potential
to the electrons at the valence region. Even if the attraction is quite strong,
the requirement of the valence electron wave functions to be orthogonal to
the core state wave functions results in a large kinetic energy of the valence
states. This kinetic energy causes an effectively repulsive potential for the
valence states, which may be presented as a pseudopotential constructed in
the terms of the valence and core state wave functions |ψv〉 and |ψc〉 [41].
The pseudo-states are defined as
|φv〉 = |ψv〉+
∑
c
|ψc〉〈ψc|φv〉. (17)
Applying the Hamiltonian with the eigenfunctions |ψv〉 and |ψc〉 on Eq. (17)
gives
Ĥ|φv〉 = Ev|ψv〉+
∑
c
(Ec − Ev)|ψc〉〈ψc|φv〉. (18)
From here we define a pseudo Hamiltonian
Ĥps(E) = Ĥ +
∑
c
(E − Ec)|ψc〉〈ψc| (19)
and according to Philips and Kleinman [43] the pseudopotential is defined
as
V̂ PK = V̂ +
∑
c
(E − Ec)|ψc〉〈ψc|. (20)
The pseudopotential defined here is used to describe the effective potential
in our many-particle systems. This is efficient because the pseudopotential
is relatively weak compared to the full potential V and thus it is easier to
handle. This method is known to be efficient and accurate for metals with
no d or f bands in the valence region [34, 41].
The ab initio pseudopotentials are constructed from the atomic calcula-
tions without free parameters and they reproduce the correct wave func-
tions in correct normalization. Hamann, Schlu¨ter and Chiang [44] intro-
duced the norm-conserving pseudopotentials, for which several generation
schemes have been developed. A further improvement was the development
of the ultra-soft pseudopotentials. D. Vanderbilt introduced a method for
constructing pseudopotentials from all electron wavefunctions in a way that
the general norm-conserving condition becomes unnecessary [45]. Without
the norm-conservation constraint it is possible to choose the cutoff radius
beyond the radial wavefunction maximum that makes the core region even
smoother and potentials more capable of modeling solids.
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3.4 Projector Augmented Wave Method
A more novel approximation for the orbital part of the wave functions is
the projector augmented wave (PAW) method developed by P.E. Blo¨chl
[46]. The general idea is that the space around the atoms is divided into
two regions. In the bonding region the wave functions are rather smooth
whereas at the region close to the ion cores the wave functions oscillate
rapidly. In the PAW method the wave functions are also divided into two
parts of which near the core region the wave functions are treated with
the partial-wave expansion and with a plane wave expansion outside this
spherical region. For materials with rapidly oscillating core wavefunctions
the plane wave pseudopotential approximations requires a large basis set.
With the PAW methods it is easier to obtain accurate results because of
the different kind of treatment of the wave functions in the core region.
We shall briefly look at the main ideas behind the PAW method. The
method in full details is presented in the paper by P.E. Blo¨chl [46]. By
adopting the notation used by Blo¨chl we divide the atomic space into the
spherical augmentation region around the ion cores and into the bonding
region between the ions. This division is basically similar to the division
of space into the core and valence region in the pseudopotential method.
We construct a linear transformation from the space of all wave functions
orthogonal to the core states to what is called pseudo space (PS). This will
be a linear transformation that maps all the physically relevant all-electron
(AE) valence wave functions onto computationally practical pseudo wave
functions. The particular choice by Blo¨chl for the transformation is
T = 1 +
∑
R
T̂R, (21)
where T̂R is a local contribution centered at ion cores and it only acts within
the augmentation region ΩR, R denoting the ions. With this definition the
all-electron and pseudo wave functions will coincide outside the augmen-
tation region. The local terms T̂R are defined for augmentation regions
as
|φi〉 = (1 + T̂R)|φ˜i〉. (22)
Adopting the convention that Blo¨chl uses we shall call states |φ˜i〉 PS partial
waves and the states |φi〉 AE partial waves. The AE partial waves can be
chosen to be the solutions of the radial Scro¨dinger equation for isolated
atoms.
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Within the augmentation region the PS wave functions can be expanded
into PS partial waves
|Ψ˜i〉 =
∑
i
|φ˜i〉ci. (23)
Noting that |φi〉 = TR|φ˜i〉 the corresponding AE wave function is
|Ψ〉 = |Ψ˜i〉 −
∑
i
|φ˜i〉ci +
∑
i
|φi〉ci. (24)
Because the transformation T is set to be linear, the expansion coefficients
are scalar products ci = 〈p˜i|Ψ˜〉 of PS wave functions and some fixed pro-
jection function 〈p˜i|. The projection operator must fulfill the condition∑
i |φ˜i〉〈p˜i| = 1 within ΩR. From this it follows that
∑
i |φ˜i〉〈p˜i|Ψ˜i〉 = |Ψ˜i〉
which implies that it must hold 〈p˜i|φ˜〉 = δij. Altogether this defines a trans-
formation for obtaining the AE wave functions from the PS wavefunctions:
|Ψi〉 = |Ψ˜i〉+
∑
i
(|φi〉 − |φ˜i〉)〈p˜i|Ψ˜〉. (25)
This way it is possible to choose the PS partial waves such that the re-
maining degree of freedom can be used to map the physically relevant AE
wave functions onto computationally lighter PS wave functions. Accuracy
is obtained where it is needed, combined with computational easiness when
possible. Fig. 5 illustrates the idea behind the PAW construction.
The core states |Ψc〉 are basically formed in a same manner. With definitions
for a PS core wave function |Ψ˜c〉, AE core partial wave |φc〉 and PS core
partial wave |φ˜c〉, the core states may be expressed as
|Ψc〉 = |Ψ˜c〉+ |φc〉 − |φ˜c〉. (26)
In contrast to the valence states the projector functions are not needed and
the core states are imported from the core states of isolated atoms, similarly
to the frozen-core approximation.
3.5 Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package
All of the ab initio calculations that are part of this thesis have been made
with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [47, 48, 49, 50]. The
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Figure 5: A schematic illustration for PAW potential. On the left hand
side AE partial waves |φi〉 (solid lines) and PS partial waves |Ψ˜〉 (dashed
and dot-dashed lines). On the right hand side the corresponding projector
functions. Illustration is close to the Mn d-channel presentation adopted
from [46].
VASP package is an implementation that solves self-consistently with itera-
tive methods the Kohn-Sham equations for the charge density and the Pois-
son equation for the electrostatic potential from the charge density. We used
both ultra soft Vanderbilt type pseudopotentials [45, 51] and the projector
augmented waves [46]. The k-point mesh for the Brillouin zone integra-
tion for all of the calculations has been generated with the Monkhorst-Pack
method [52]. The more specific details on computational parameters and
choices have been presented in the corresponding papers as the methods
varied according to the needs and the computational resources.
3.6 Local Density of States
As mentioned earlier, the reactivity of the transition metal surfaces is char-
acterized by the density of the electronic states. Especially the local density
of states (LDOS) around a specific atom is an interesting quantity when
studying the reactivity concepts. The local density of states is defined as
ρ(²) =
∆N(²)
∆²
, (27)
where N refers to the number states as a function of the energy ². In
the computational scheme implemented in the VASP the calculation is dis-
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cretized
N(²i) = (N˜(²i)− N˜(²i−1)), (28)
where the total number of states is N˜(²i) =
∫ ²i
−∞ ρ(²)d². The LDOS is
computed within a spherical region around the ion cores. The radius of
the sphere around atoms can be chosen separately for each atom type in
the simulation. There is no unambiguous way to choose this radius. The
spheres should, on one hand, cover as much of the space between the atoms
as possible but, on the other hand, one would not want the spheres to
overlap too strongly. The most common and convenient choice is to use
the Wigner-Seitz radius for the atoms [53]. This radius is specific for all
of the atom types and we have used in all of the LDOS calculations the
Wigner-Seitz radii being supplied in the potential files. The band projected
density of states is computed by projecting the electron wave functions onto
the spherical harmonics [54]
PN,l,m,n,k = 〈Y Nlm|φnk〉, (29)
from which by summing over all the wavefunctions for band one will obtain
band projected wavefunctions and densities. This is useful because the
bands have different characteristics and they participate in different kinds
of bonding phenomena.
3.7 Nudged Elastic Band Method
In the calculation of migration processes one is usually interested in find-
ing the energy barrier which determines the “easiness” of the transition.
The path with the lowest transition barrier is called minimum energy path
(MEP) and the energetically highest point along this path is called the tran-
sition state. The transition state is typically a saddle point of the potential
energy surface and it is difficult or impossible to find with a simple relax-
ation calculation. The nudged elastic band (NEB) method [55, 56] has been
developed for finding the minimum energy path and its maximum point be-
tween two local minima, and it is implemented in the VASP package.
In the NEB method a chain of subsequent images between two stable config-
urations is formed. These images are connected to each other with “elastic
bands” or springs applying a force to the images. When the chain with
the constraint of imaginary spring forces is let to relax, it will finally follow
a path where there are forces only parallel to the chain. This path is the
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minimum energy path where the physical forces parallel to the chain are
compensated with the spring forces. Without this compensation all of the
images in the chain would relax to the one of the local minima [55]. The
force acting on a chain image i at the coordinate ~ri is a sum of the physical
force and the spring force
~Fi = −∇V (~ri) + ~F si . (30)
Here the spring force with the spring constants k is
~F si = ki+1(~ri+1 − ~ri)− ki(~ri − ~ri−1). (31)
The minimization for the elastic band is done by projecting out the parallel
component of the true force and the perpendicular component of the spring
force. The force on the image i then becomes
~F 0i = −∇V (~ri)|⊥ + ~F si · τ̂‖τ̂‖, (32)
where τ̂‖ is the unit tangent to the path and −∇V (~ri)|⊥ is the component
of the physical force perpendicular to the path and is defined as −∇V (~ri)−
∇V (~ri) · τ̂‖τ̂‖ [55]. The spring forces only affect the relaxation parallel to
the MEP, or in other words, the separation of the images along the path.
Thus, the choice of the spring forces may be quite arbitrary.
The transition point for a reaction needs to be a saddle point. The NEB
method in principle is designed to find the saddle point, but in certain cases
it should be verified whether the highest obtained point at the MEP really
is a transition state. This is for example possible by moving atoms slightly
to see the behavior of a saddle point. However, this is not straightforward
in cases of polyatomic molecules as the potential energy surface becomes
multidimensional. The other option is to calculate the vibrational spectrum,
since at the saddle point the nodes in one direction should be imaginary.
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4 Monte Carlo method
The stochastics theory and implementation of the Monte Carlo (MC) meth-
ods is discussed in details. Developing a simulation software that imple-
ments an MC method for a lattice gas problem has been the greatest single
task for this thesis. The program package is based on the one, originally
written by J. Heinonen [57], later rewritten by M. Rusanen [58] and which
has been rewritten in this thesis to suit for heterogenous systems.
4.1 Introduction
Various numerical methods are nowadays a solid part of every day physics.
A great number of problems that we are interested in are too complicated
to be solved analytically and for certain problems it can be shown than no
simple analytical solution exists. These kind of problems have caused the
ongoing development of numerical methods and shown clearly why approx-
imate approaches are needed, developed and widely used [59].
In this chapter we shall focus on the category of numerical methods that
are generally called Monte Carlo methods. More specifically we have used
methods that belong to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), which is a
class of Monte Carlo methods where the random generation of the system
states is based on simulating a suitably constructed Markov chain. For the
mathematical background, see for example [60, 61], and for applications in
statistical physics, see [62, 63]
Let us begin with a brief introduction to the stochastics and stochastic
methods. After this we shall take a look at a physical problem described
with the Hamiltonian formalism. The physical problem will be converted
into a stochastic model and we shall examine some of the properties the
system possess. After this we are going to say a few words about Monte
Carlo algorithms for solving numerically the stochastic problem and a few
words about the implementation. Altogether this chapter is to be rather
general whereas a part of this chapter is reserved for a more specific and
detailed description of the lattice gas model and its implementation.
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4.2 Stochastics processes and Monte Carlo
4.2.1 Markov Chains
We shall now have a brief glance at the theory of stochastics for examining
statistical physics problems. For practical reasons we will deal only with
discrete systems and thus discrete phase spaces. To have basic definitions
and conventions of stochastics clear we can denote the marginal distribution
for a discrete valued random variable in an m-dimensional subspace of the
total N dimensional phase space by
P (sm, ..., s1) =
∑
sm+1...sN
P (sN , ..., sm+1, sm, ..., s1), (33)
and the conditional distribution for an m-dimensional subset with fixed
values for s1, ..., sm we denote as
P (sN , ..., sm+1|sm, ..., s1). (34)
With these definitions we denote the total joint distribution for all N -
dimensions with
P = P (sm, ..., s1)P (sN , ..., sm+1|sm, ..., s1), (35)
which further gives the Bayes’ rule [62]
P (sN , ..., sm+1|sm, ..., s1) = P (sN , ..., s1)
P (sm, ..., s1)
. (36)
Let s(t) = st be the state of the system at the time t and may tn be the time
at the n’th step in the series of n successive time steps t0 < t1 < ... < tn.
If the system is such that the probability for the state stn only depends on
the immedetiate predecessor
P (stn = sin|stn−1 = sin−1), (37)
the process formed of such steps is called a Markov chain. Of course, one has
to be careful when doing this kind of approximation. For a lattice gas model
where all the movements are thermal random walk and a waiting time for
an event to occur is many decades longer that the transition time itself, the
approximation is reasonable. The state here refers to the condition or the
configuration of a physical system. For example the state of a Ising model
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refers to the configuration of spins in the lattice and in a lattice gas model
it refers to the distribution of the particles. The joint probability that the
state at time tn is sj and at time tn−1 is si is
Ωij = P (si → sj) = P (stn = sj|stn−1 = si). (38)
For the transition matrix Ω it holds Ωij > 0 and
∑
j Ωij = 1. As the weights
Ωij are not time dependent in our case, the Markov chain is stationary.
Now, if the probability that the system is in state sj at the time tn−1 is
P (stn−1 = sj), then the probability that the system is in the state si at the
time tn will be
P (stn = sj, stn−1 = si) = P (stn = sj|stn−1 = si)P (stn−1 = si)
= ΩijP (stn−1 = si). (39)
From the Markov property it follows that the whole hierarchy is defined by
the probability of the initial state P0 = P (st0) and the transition matrix
elements Ωij = P (stn = si|stn−1 = sj) giving probability for the states from
0 to m = n
P (st0 , st1 , ..., stn) = P (st0)
n−1∏
i=0
P (sti+1|sti). (40)
If we look at the first steps of this hierarchy we have
P (st0 , st1 , st2) = P (st0)P (st1|st0)P (st2|st1). (41)
By summing over the spatial configurations st1 at a fixed time t1 this will
lead to
P (st2 , st0) = P (st0)
∑
st1
P (st1|st0)P (st2|st1), (42)
and dividing both sides by P (st0) gives us
P (st2|st0) =
∑
st1
P (st1 |st0)P (st2 |st1), (43)
which is called the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation which needs to hold for
transition probabilities for a chain to be Markovian [62].
A Markov chain is called stationary if the transition rates are not explicitly
time dependent, that is, for all n we have
P (stn+1 = si|stn = sj) = P (stn = sj|stn−1 = sk). (44)
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A stationary Markov chain may be shown to have a series expansion at the
small time step limit dt = t1 − t0 → 0 of the form [62]
P (st1|st0) = (1− at)δ(st1 ,st0 ) + dtW (st1 , st0) +O(dtp), (45)
with W (st1 , st0) being the transition probability per unit time from st0 to
st1 and the coefficient (1 − at) being the probability that no transition
occur during time t. It follows that a(st0) =
∑
st1
W (st1 , st0). O(dt
p) is an
error term term with p > 1. Inserting expression (45) into the Chapman-
Kolmogorov equation yields for probability increment within time dt
P (st2 |st0) = (1− a(st2)dt)P (st2|st0) + dt
∑
st1
W (st2 , st1)P (st1|st0). (46)
First dividing this by dt and then taking a limit dt→ 0 further gives
dP (st2 |st0)
dt
=
∑
st1
[
W (st2|st1)P (st1 , st0)−W (st1|st2)P (st2 , st0)
]
. (47)
If the system has a discrete set of states then with a new indexing this
equation reduces to an expression
dPj(t)
dt
=
∑
i
(γijPj(t)− γjiPi(t)) (48)
which is called the master equation [62]. Here γij = W (stj |sti) is a transition
rate from the state si to sj and Pj(t) is the probability that the system is
in the state sj at time tn.
In the equilibrium the system does not have a real time dependence and
clearly dP
dt
= 0 must hold. The solution
γijPj(t) = γjiPi(t), (49)
is known as the detailed balance condition [62]. Here we denote the transition
probability per unit time withW which we further call a transition rate with
γij = e
Ωijdt. From the detailed balance condition we can see that the chain
of random function realizations generated have an equilibrium distribution
determined by the transition rates given that the chain of states is ergodic,
i.e. it can reach every point of the phase space [59].
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4.2.2 Monte Carlo method
The physical problem we are solving is the time evolution of a system whose
interactions and evolution mechanisms are known and described by a Hamil-
tonian H. The time evolution of a system initially in the the state s(t0) at
some arbitrary initial time t0 is described by the equation of motion [64]
ds(t)
dt
=
−i
~
Hs(t), (50)
for which a time independent Hamiltonian has a formal solution
s(t) = e
−iHt
~ s(t0). (51)
Of course we would normally like to find the ground state of the system
and to study the time dependent properties in the nonequilibrium case.
For a simple Hamiltonian these are usually solvable and the state s(t) may
be analytically obtained. But as the Hamiltonian gets more complicated
and the system becomes sufficiently large, the time evolution cannot be
explicitly solved. When the exact solution is unobtainable, one can apply
various approximative and numerical methods to investigate the system.
One of the possible approaches is to give the system stochastic representa-
tion and then to use the Monte Carlo integration method to solve numeri-
cally the stochastic problem. Let us begin by defining some transition rates
γij from all possible configurations i to all possible configurations j. The
physical model for the system is imported within these probability param-
eters.
Thus, we define the transition rate matrix Ω
Ωij = Γi, j 6= i (52)
Ωii = −
∑
j=i
γij, (53)
and the total transition rate Γi =
∑
j 6=i γij from the state si. According to
this we define the transition probability from si to sj
Pij =
γij
Γi
. (54)
With these definitions the master equation (48) has an exact solution for
the system’s state as a function of time t as
P (t) = P (0)eΩt. (55)
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It is possible to solve the time evolution of a physical system by generating
a time ordered chain of random function realizations. This process samples
the phase space of the system randomly obeying the distribution assigned by
the transition rates in the master equation. The detailed balance condition
assures that the equilibrium state distribution exists and the system will
converge towards it if given enough time. In the next subsections we will
discuss in details how the transition rates are determined.
4.2.3 Metropolis sampling Monte Carlo method
As mentioned earlier, the Markovian chain of states will converge towards
the equilibrium distribution determined by the transition rates. The equi-
librium state reached does not depend on how the physical phase space is
sampled, once the detailed balance condition is obeyed.
If we were able to determine explicit expression for the partition function of
the system then it would be possible to generate an independent sequence of
states with the correct rates. However, for a complex system the partition
function is not obtainable and that is why the sequence of configurations
needs to be formed by some other way. This brings us back to the Marko-
vian chains. A simple fashion to generate the states is to have one initial
configuration and in a random manner to evolve the system to another con-
figuration. At this point we do not need to take care of what are these
evolution processes. They may be atomic jumps, merging or breaking clus-
ters or anything that takes the system from one point of the phase space to
another with a well defined rate.
In the straightforward importance sampling Monte Carlo method the tran-
sition rates of these evolution steps do not need to be explicitly known
all the time. From a uniform distribution one picks an event and makes
an attempt to take this step. The acceptance is randomized against the
rate of the process. The step will be taken only if it holds for a uniformly
distributed random number ξ ∈ (0, 1]
ξ ≤ γij
γ
. (56)
Here we normalize the transition rates, with the total transition rate γ which
is the sum of all transition rates. After taking the step or rejecting it the
process is repeated.
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One can choose the transition rates freely as long as they satisfy the detailed
balance condition. As an example we will take a look at the first choice used
in statistical physics. It was done by Metropolis et al. [65] who chose to use
the total energy difference Eij = Esj −Esi of the system between the initial
and final state of the transition as a parameter with Boltzmann distribution
function
γij = e
−βEij . (57)
The probability of a given state si in a classical system is
e−Esiβ
Z
, with Z
being the partition function of the system [59]. From this it follows that
the detailed balance condition (49) for the transition from the state si to sj
becomes
e−βEiγij = e−βEjγji. (58)
Thus, it is seen that the energy difference between the states can be used
to form the rates.
A chain of states generated this way is time ordered, but the time used is
stochastic Monte Carlo time, not physical time. Thus, the Metropolis algo-
rithm does not simulate the dynamics of the system, but it is a method for
searching and examining the ground state. If one wants to simulate the dy-
namical properties of the system, then the algorithm must be implemented
by using energetics that take into account the real transition barriers and
not only the differences in the total energy.
Similar formulation may be done for transition barriers ∆Eij as well. If we
look at Fig. 6 we see that Ei +∆Eij = Ej +∆Eji. Thus, if we choose
γij = e
−β∆Eij (59)
γji = e
−β∆Eji (60)
for the rates, then it is clear that the detailed balance conditions are sat-
isfied. The importance sampling method has one crucial drawback. If the
attempted transition fails, then nothing is done and system prevails its cur-
rent state. The eminent result of this is a nonzero probability of doing
nothing during a program cycle. It becomes obvious that if the event bar-
riers are high compared to the average thermal energy of the system then
the time spent on doing nothing becomes significant if not dominant.
In the studies of ensemble averages of an equilibrium system, energetics
for sampling the phase space does not need to correspond to any physical
dynamics. All that is required is that the processes satisfy the detailed
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Figure 6: In schematic energy landscape there are shown two local minima
with energies Ei and Ej, the transition barrier ∆Eij from the configuration
si to sj and ∆Eji from sj to si.
balance condition and that all configurations are reachable. If dynamical
properties are studied in equilibrium or the system is not in equilibrium
then the processes must be as close to the real physical ones as possible.
Otherwise the dynamic physical quantities will not be reproduced correctly.
Unfortunately finding the relevant physical processes and their relative bar-
ries is difficult and the physical steps are usually very short in the phase
space. This means that the relaxation requires more steps since the system
changes only very little with each accepted event.
4.2.4 BKL Monte Carlo method
Bortz, Kalos and Lebowitz (BKL) developed a method in which the system
is evolved at every simulation cycle to speed up the conducting of the Monte
Carlo simulations [66]. The implementation used to obtain the results in
this thesis is developed from one by J. Heinonen [57] and rewritten by M.
Rusanen [58]. With the current solution it will be straightforward to extend
the implementation for kinetic MC. The results in this thesis are obtained
with the equilibrium dynamics.
We defined earlier the total transition rate as a sum of all possible transition
rates leading away from the current state si
Γi =
∑
j 6=i
γij. (61)
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The event is randomly chosen with a uniform distribution based on proba-
bility given by
Pij =
γij
Γi
. (62)
This requires that all of the transition rates are explicitly known throughout
the simulation, which makes the implementation of a BKL code trickier
than implementing the importance sampling method. In practice, all of the
possible configurations and corresponding transition rates are calculated in
the initialization of the simulation. Once the rates are calculated they are
assigned a label and stored into an array. This way they will be achieved
fast without the need to calculate the rates repeatedly every time they are
needed during the simulation.
The total transition rate Γi defines the decay rate of the state si for a system
following dynamics
dPi(t)
dt
=
∑
j 6=i
PjΩi,j. (63)
The transition probability within the time interval [t, t + dt] from configu-
ration in state si to sj is given by
dPij = lim
k→∞
(1− Γi
k
)k = e−Γitγijdt, (64)
with t being the time elapsed from the moment when the system was trans-
ferred into the state si. The probability density distribution then becomes
d
dt
Pij = e
−Γitγij, (65)
with two independent random variables, the waiting time t and the config-
uration in the next state sj. The time step for the transition is obtained
from the waiting time distribution P (si, t) = Γie
−Γit, by an inverse trans-
form method which yields for the waiting time [57]
t = − ln(ξ)
Γi
. (66)
This means that physical time is evolved in a stochastic manner by ran-
domizing number ξ ∈ (0, 1] and calculating the time from the Poisson dis-
tribution.
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4.3 Observables
During the simulation the simulation time ti, system configuration ci(ti) and
corresponding system energy Ei(ci) are known at each step. From these we
are able to calculate certain observables such as island size distribution
function, radial distribution function, and so on. Note that here we rather
explicitly talk about the different configurations ci than about the different
states si. Of course, there is no real difference between them since each of
the states s is defined to be one of the possible configurations c.
In general the ensemble average of any observable 〈A〉 is given by
〈A〉 = 1
Z
∑
c
peq(c(t))A(c(t)), (67)
where c(t) is the configuration of the system as a function of time and
Z =
∑
c peqe
−βE(c) is the partition function as defined. In the equilibrium
the relative probability to find the system in a state ci within an arbitrary
time ta is given by peq(ta) = e
−βE(c). In the equilibrium the ensemble average
can be estimated with the time average of the fluctuating system and it is
given by
Ae =
1
ta
∫ t0+ta
t0
dtA(c(t)), (68)
which approaches the ensemble average as ta → ∞. For discrete systems
such as lattice gas models the ensemble average estimate becomes
Ae =
∑M
i=1 tiAi∑M
i=1 ti
, (69)
where Ai = A(c(ti)) is a realization of the observable A and ti is the time
the system stays in the configuration ci [57].
4.3.1 Statistical error
According to the central limit theorem the distribution of the average values
of random variables with an arbitrary distribution approaches the Gaussian
distribution as the number of the measurements increase. This is why the
Gaussian distribution is relevant even though in our simulations all of the
quantities themselves are Boltzmann distributed.
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The unbiased estimator for the mean value of any quantity A with a Gaus-
sian distribution is
〈A〉 = 1
n
n∑
i=i
Ai, (70)
where Ai’s are independent realizations of a random variable A. The vari-
ance of A is then σ2 = 〈A2〉 − 〈A〉2 and the standard error of this estimate
is [59]
err(A) =
σ√
n
, (71)
which is the error caused by finite simulation time, i.e. from a finite set of
measures, but also the finite system size causes some statistical error.
Let us do a large number of measurements of an observable A in which case
we get a set of values Ai. Then the unbiased estimator for the expectation
value of the square of the statistical error is
〈(δA)2〉 = 〈[ 1
n
n+1∑
i=1
(Ai − 〈A〉)]2〉. (72)
Using this and the fact that in the equilibrium state the system must be
invariant under time translation (see details e.g. in Ref. [59]) we can define
a normalized time autocorrelation function
φA(t) =
〈A(t0)A(t)〉 − 〈A〉2
〈A2〉 − 〈A〉2 (73)
where the brackets refer to the average over time. Relaxation time τA for a
quantity A can then be defined
τA =
∫ ∞
0
φA(t)dt, (74)
given that the integral really exists. For many Monte Carlo algorithms
this relaxation time tends to diverge near a second order phase transition
causing what is called critical slowing down. This inefficiency should be
kept in mind when dealing with the conditions near second order phase
transitions.
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4.3.2 Radial distribution function
The radial distribution function tells us on average how many neighboring
atoms, the same or different kind, an atom tends to have at different dis-
tances. It is calculated by going through all the lattice sites and calculating
the number of atoms of each kind at different distances within a certain
limit.
The radial distribution function is used to monitor the changes in the struc-
tures formed in the system. The possible ordering of the system on different
length scales is seen on the radial distribution function. As well it reflects
the formation of a certain type of pairs and island shapes and sizes.
4.3.3 Island-size distribution function
The island-size distribution function is observed applying the Hoshen-Kop-
elman [67] algorithm for calculating the sizes. The distribution may be
observed after every MC step. The island size is determined separately for
different atom types and also for empty areas. The nearest sites belong to
a same island if they are occupied by an atom of a same type or they are
both empty sites.
4.4 General implementation of BKL-method
In the BKL Monte Carlo it is necessary to know all the transition rates con-
necting different states to each other. This makes the method more difficult
to be implemented, but on the other hand it makes the code significantly
faster. This is most easily done by calculating the transition rates in the
beginning of each simulation and updating those that change during the
evolution. And of course, most of the transition probabilities will be triv-
ially zero since all the states cannot be reached within a single step from
any given initial state.
The basic structure of a lattice gas BKL Monte Carlo code is:
1. Find the next transition ci → cj using relative transition rates γij.
Finding the transition may be done in several ways as long as the
method picks the transition with a correct probability. The search
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procedure may be arranged as a binary tree, a list or similar. The
binary tree structure will be discussed in details later.
2. Execute the transition. Update lattice, configuration numbers and
transition rates. A transition means that the spatial configuration of
the system is chanced, which means that the set of possible events
and their probabilities are altered as well. All those transitions rates
that have changed must be refined before choosing the next event.
3. Update the search structure for finding the site. When the transition
rates have changed, also the search structure need to be updated.
4. Update physical time and any other needed variables. After the con-
figuration has been changed, one needs to take care that the time is
evolved correctly.
5. Calculate desired observables and check whether the criteria for stop-
ping the simulation was reached. If not, then start a new cycle from
step one.
4.5 Implementation of the lattice gas BKL Monte
Carlo method
So far the description of the Monte Carlo method and related algorithms
have been as general as possible. The system we are dealing with is a
diatomic lattice gas and the following concerns more specific implementa-
tion of the BKL Monte Carlo. In a lattice gas model we assume a regular
2D lattice, for example in this case, an ideal atomic surface of the (100)
direction.
On this lattice we have sites which may be empty or occupied by an adatom.
The system is evolved by letting the atoms to jump from one site to an-
other. Our model is based on jumps from a site to its immediate neighbor
site. The transition rates are determined for the monoatomic migrations
from site to site or by the total energy difference between the initial and
final configurations. The transition probability depends on the Boltzmann
factor of the corresponding energy difference. Thus, the jumps have relative
probabilities that have exponential ratios. How the event is actually chosen
will be discussed later on.
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The radial distribution function calculated by going through the lattice
once for all occupied lattice sites tells us how many atoms of each type is at
different distances. The radial distribution function is normalized with the
number of lattice sites at different distances. This way it gives the relative
occupancy of different types at all distances within a certain radius. The
island size distribution function is measured separately for all different atom
types as well as for the empty areas.
In general case the BKL may be implemented as kinetic Monte Carlo
method which obeys the real dynamics of the systems with energetics based
also on the diffusion barriers and not on the total energy differences alone.
However, in our calculations we have used an implementation based on the
total energy differences for the transitions neglecting the real diffusion bar-
riers. The results in this thesis have been calculated with no deposition and
thus the particle number is preserved. However, the current implementation
already includes the option to include the real dynamics as well as the gas
phase into the system.
4.5.1 Diffusion energetics and transition rates
The jump probability and choice of the jump event are based on the transi-
tion rates which are essentially functions of the total energy difference ∆E
between the initial and final state of the transition.
The relative probability for the jump is
γij =
{
Ce
−∆E
kbT , if ∆E > 0
C, if ∆E 5 0
with a constant prefactor C. The prefactor may be derived from the diffu-
sion experiments, but in this case it is used to scale the transition rates to
a convenient range. From the transition rates the process to be executed
is randomized. The transition rates are exponential functions of the corre-
sponding energy term, and thus from the transition rates the transition is
chosen according to a uniform distribution.
How these barriers are determined is a problem of its own. One of the
widely used possibilities for atomic systems is to apply some other numerical
simulations, e.g. electronic structure calculations, molecular dynamics and
such methods to determine the needed energetics (see for an example a book
by Axel Groß [28]).
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The effect of the neighborhood can only be considered to a certain extent
because the complexity increases when the interaction area size increases.
On the other hand, it is essential to include all the relevant processes into the
model if one is interested in the dynamical properties of the system. For our
implementation, the energetics are calculated for monoatomic jumps with
an ab initio method, taking nearest and next nearest neighbor interactions
into account. The neighborhood that is considered when calculating barriers
or total energy differences is called the interaction area.
With the coupling terms J the Hamiltonian will be
Ĥ =
1
2
∑
<i,jnn>
Jnnσiσj +
1
2
∑
<i,jnnn>
Jnnnσiσj , (75)
where the first sum goes over nearest neighbors (nn) and the second sum
over next nearest neighbors (nnn) with Jσi,σj giving the corresponding bond
energy. The bond between atoms in the model refers to the interaction
energy of neighboring atoms and the interaction can be either repulsive or
attractive. The energy difference ∆E will be the difference in the total
energy between the initial and final state of the transition. In other words
we have a bond counting model which takes into account the number and
type of the nearest and next nearest adatoms. The coupling constant values
that were used are seen in Table 1. These values have been obtained by
fitting a model with six parameters into a large set of data. The original
energetics data has been taken from Paper IV.
Bond type Bond Energy (eV)
JnnOO 0.37
JnnnOO 0.12
JnnCuO 0.30
JnnnCuO 0.04
JnnCuCu −0.34
JnnnCuCu −0.09
Table 1: Energetic values for different types of interactions i.e. bonds. Inde-
ces nn refer to the nearest neighbors and nnn to the next nearest neighbor.
The negative sign tells that the interaction is attractive (only between two
Cu atoms) and a positive sign refers to a repulsive interaction.
The parameterization of the MC energetics has been made by a method of
least squares from a large set of processes (Paper IV). Because of the fitting,
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the parameters are not too sensitive for a single diffusion barrier calcula-
tions. Different approximations in the DFT scheme can give slightly dif-
ferent barries for the diffusion processes. However, these differences should
be negligible. The essential condition for the accuracy is that the relative
ordering of qualitatively different processes has to be the same. Moreover,
we have not explicitly checked how sensitive the results are to the choice of
the parameterization.
4.5.2 Choosing events
The principle of choosing events was introduced earlier. The actual imple-
mentation may be done in several ways of which we have chosen to use the
one relying on a binary tree structure [68]. The number of bottom level
nodes in the tree is chosen to exceed the number of lattice sites and then
by starting from “the left hand site” we place the total rates for every site
of the lattice into these nodes (see Fig. 7).
Γ4Γ1 Γ2 Γ3
Γ1 Γ2 
ΓN
Γ
+
...
...
Figure 7: A binary tree for choosing the event. The bottom level nodes are
filled with the transition rates of the lattice sites and every parent contains
the sum of its children’s values.
Here we denote with Γi the transition rate summed up from transition rates
for all four jump directions. When all sites have a corresponding node at
the bottom level then the tree is summed up such that each node gets a
value which is the sum of its two children. What becomes to the top node
is called the total transition rate Γ.
Now we essentially randomize a number r ∈ (0,Γ] from a uniform distribu-
tion. If the rate of top node’s left child is Γleft > r, then we proceed to the
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left child and do the same comparison to its children. In the opposite case
we choose the right child and re-scale the random number rnew = r − Γleft.
This process is done over and over again until the bottom row is reached
which means that the site is chosen. The same procedure is extended to
choose the jump direction after the site has been found.
From a computational point of view the choice and implementation of the
search structure and the updating scheme are essential. Almost all of the
computational time is spent on doing these two things. A binary tree as
a search procedure is good because the increment of the search time grows
as a logarithm of the size of the simulation lattice. The updating of the
configurations has binary operations in its core implementation for a reason
that it is significantly faster than other options we have come up with.
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5 Results
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part the reactivity of
PdAg alloy surfaces and the catalyzed CO oxidation are discussed. In the
latter half, the oxidation and oxygen induced reconstruction of Cu(100) are
considered.
We consider the adsorption of O atoms and O2, CO and CO2 molecules
on different surfaces. To be able to calculate the adsorbtion energies we
need the vacuum energies for the adsorbates. The adsorption energy Eads
is defined as
Eads = Esystem − Eslab − Eadsorbate, (76)
where Esystem is the total energy of the system with adsorbate on the surface,
Eslab is the total energy of the clean slab and Eadsorbate is the energy of an
isolated adsorbate atom or molecule.
5.1 PdAg surfaces and catalyzed CO oxidation
Due to the strong surface segregation, the PdAg alloy that has two thirds
of palladium in total, has only 5% Pd concentration on the (111) and even
less on the (100) surface [5]. This has led us to choose a surface slab model
with a 3× 3 surface cell and three layers for the (111) surface. The slab is
formed of Ag atoms of which one in the surface layer is replaced with a Pd
atom giving the Pd concentration of 11%. Pd, Ag and PdAg alloy have a
face centered cubic (fcc) bulk structure. The reactivity of the PdAg alloy
surfaces and the oxidation of CO are considered in details in Papers I-III.
The experimental studies by Wouda et al. [69] have shown that the con-
centration of Pd atoms at the (111) surface is very low. Even lower is the
number of Pd clusters of two or three atoms, that are suggested to be the
active dissociation sites [5]. Thus, the chosen model, with only one or two
Pd atoms in the slab is close to what the PdAg surface is in the real condi-
tions, keeping in mind that the bulk beneath this kind of a surface consist
mainly of Pd atoms. The experiments by Wouda et al. studied flat surfaces
with no steps. We have also concentrated on the step-less surfaces. How-
ever, the effect of steps is an interesting subject, which should be studied
in the upcoming projects.
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5.1.1 Reactivity of PdAg surfaces
The adsorption energetics on transition metal surfaces is related to the
interaction between the p-band of the adsorbates and the d-band of the
surface atoms. This hybridization is also a key to the catalysis. If the
adsorbates have their atomic or molecular orbitals, i.e. the electronic states,
on very different energies, then it is unlikely that the hybridization will
occur. In the transition metal catalysts, the width of the d-band is typically
the order of several eV’s. Thus, it is quite propable that the narrow p-
bands of adsorbates overlap with the d-band of the metal surface. Once
the adsorbate’s orbitals have strong hybridization with the orbitals of the
surface atoms, then a channel for a charge transfer from one adsorbate to
another may occur. When the charge transfer is possible the adsorbates can
form a mutual bond.
The reactivity of surfaces can be described in the terms of LDOS [70]. The
Pd and Ag have different kind of d-bands in the bulk, but more than that
Pd possesses a really strong surface state. The LDOS of a Pd atom in the
bulk and a Pd atom at the surface are strongly different, as can be seen in
Fig. 8 (a). The LDOS for Ag is quite the same for a bulk atom and for a
surface atom, see Fig. 8 (b). Also, the whole d-band of the Pd atom is on
higher energies than the d-band of the Ag atom which reflects a different
kind reactivity. Especially the LDOS of the Ag atom at the Fermi-level is
zero both in the bulk and in the surface but for the surface Pd atom the
density of states at the Fermi-level is nonzero.
5.1.2 Dissociation of O2 on PdAg(111)
Since the Pd atom on the PdAg(111) surface seems to be the reactive site,
the dissociation of O2 on the Pd sites has been studied [71]. The dissociation
barrier was calculated for Ag(111) surface with no Pd and for PdAg(111)
with one Pd atom and with two Pd atoms [71] in the 3 × 3 surface cell.
The calculated configurations are seen in Fig. 9 and the obtained minimum
energy paths in Fig. 10.
The extracted dissociation barriers together with the adsorption energies
for the dissociated molecules are seen in Table 2. As the Pd concentration
increases the O2 binding to the surface decreases and even more so does
the dissociation barrier. This significant decrease gives a reason to assume
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Figure 8: (a) The LDOS of the d-band of Pd atom in the bulk Pd (dashed
line) and a Pd atom in the PdAg(111) surface (solid line). (b) The LDOS
of the d-band of an Ag atom in the bulk Ag (dashed line) and an Ag atom
in the PdAg(111) surface (solid line). The on-surface Pd and Ag atoms are
nearest neighbors to each other.
that the reaction rate for dissociation in the real conditions near small Pd
clusters on the Ag(111) surface is enhanced. When considering the oxidation
of CO, alloying some Pd into Ag might speed up the catalysis. Pd enhances
on one hand the CO adsorption and on the other hand the dissociation of
O2 molecules to provide the needed O atoms. As already mentioned, it is
difficult to say which of the process steps is the rate limiting step.
Table 2: Adsorption energies Eads for an dissocated O2 molecule and disso-
ciation barriers Edis for an O2 molecule on Ag(111) and PdAg(111) surfaces.
Energies are compared to the energy of a O2 molecule in the vacuum [71].
Results that are not currently available are marked with NA.
Eads (eV) Edis (eV)
Ag −1.13 1.26
Pd1Ag −1.12 0.76
Pd2Ag (a) −0.98 NA
Pd2Ag (b) −0.74 0.18
Our results for the effect of Pd atoms in the dissociation of O2 are in agree-
ment with experimental results. Wouda et al. [69] have shown that oxygen
atoms on the PdAg(111) surface are selectively adsorbed on the Pd sites.
The Pd atoms are mostly isolated by Ag atoms and the experimental stick-
ing coefficient has also been seen to be extremely small as on pure Ag(111)
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Oxygen molecule
Pd atom
1st. layer Ag
2nd. layer Ag, hcp  
3rd. Layer Ag, fcc
(a) (b)
Pd1
Pd2Pd2
Figure 9: Considered dissociation geometries of O2 molecule on Ag and
PdAg surfaces. The geometry (a) is considered for Ag, Pd1Ag, and Pd2Ag
surfaces and the geometry (b) for a Pd2Ag surface only.
surfaces [72]. This experimental observation suggests that an ensemble of
neighboring Pd atoms is needed to dissociate O2 molecules. The low overall
sticking seen in the experiments verifies that the clusters of Pd atoms in the
surface are rare as also seen in the STM experiments [69]. Probably these
Pd sites can also be poisoned rapidly by adsorbed O that would further
explain the low experimental sticking coefficients. This is supported by our
observation that the adsorption sites next to Pd atoms are the most stable
ones for O.
5.1.3 O and CO adsorption on PdAg surfaces
On the (111) directed surface there are three different high symmetry sites,
one at the top site above the surface atoms and two different hollow sites.
An hcp hollow site is a site above the atom in the second layer and an fcc
site is above the atom at the third layer.
The adsorption of O on clean surfaces and the adsorption of CO on oxygen
pre-covered surfaces were studied. Ag, Pd and PdAg surfaces are all equally
capable of binding O atoms. The O pre-covered Ag(111) does not bind CO,
whereas Pd(111) and PdAg(111) surfaces do, see Table 3 and Paper I.
In every case the hollow sites are preferential adsorption sites. On the alloy
surface the fcc-hollow site next to the Pd atom is the most stable adsorption
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Figure 10: NEB graphs for the dissociation of O2 on Ag(111) (open circles),
Pd1Ag(111) (open squares) and Pd2Ag geometry (b) (filled squares). In the
initial position (0) O2 molecule is 2.8 A˚ above the surface and in the final
configuration (6) two oxygen atoms are adsorbed onto the surface. The zero
level corresponds on the energy of a system with a O2 molecule far away
from the surface [71].
Table 3: Adsorption energies Eads for O on clean and for CO on O pre-
covered Ag(111), Pd(111) and PdAg(111) surfaces. The O atom is adsorbed
on the fcc hollow site and in the case of PdAg surface on the hollow site
next to the Pd atom which is the most stable adsorption site. The CO
molecule is adsorbed on the hollow site next to the same surface atom that
O is adsorbed, see Fig. 11 (a) and (b).
O Eads (eV) CO Eads (eV)
Ag fcc −3.8 fcc −0.1
Pd [73] fcc NA fcc −1.9
PdAg fcc −3.7 hcp −0.9
PdAg fcc −3.7 fcc −0.6
site for O. The Pd seems not to have any great effect on the O adsorption.
The adsorption energies at the hollow sites are all between −3.5 eV and
−3.7 eV. The hybridization between the Pd 4d-states and O 2p-states is
quite different on the hollow and on the top sites. At the top site the O
states are shifted towards to the higher energies, which relates to the weaker
bonding. There is no hybridization between the surface and O s-peak, which
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is roughly at 1 eV higher in the energy at the top site than at the hollow
site next to Pd atom, see Paper I. On the O pre-covered surface, the CO is
also adsorbed at the hollow site. The adsorption energy on different hollow
sites differ from −0.34 eV to −0.87 eV. The differences tend to be greater
than those for the O adsorption.
5.1.4 Oxidation of CO on PdAg(111) surfaces
The oxidation of CO on the catalytic surfaces follows the Langmuir-Hinshel-
wood process. The CO molecule and O atom are both adsorbed on the
surface where they diffuse to meet each other and they react forming a CO2
molecule which then desorbes from the surface. Both the O atom and the
CO molecule are adsorbed on the fcc hollow sites, CO vertically carbon
head closer to the surface. The considered initial configurations are seen
in Fig. 11 (b). In the final configuration of an NEB calculation the CO2
molecule resides vertically above the surface.
Figure 11: (a) The most stable adsorption geometry on PdAg surface. (b)
The initial configuration for considered NEB calculations, where the CO
molecule and O atom are adsorbed on the nearest fcc hollow sites.
The effect of alloying is seen on the reaction barriers for the oxidation and
on the adsorption energies. The reaction barrier should be small and at least
less than the desorption barrier for the reaction combounds. Fig. 12 shows
the minimum energy paths for CO and O to form CO2 on the Pd(111) [73],
Ag(111) and PdAg(111) surfaces (Paper II). The alloy surface is the most
suitable for the CO oxidation having a smallest barrier for the reaction. On
the Ag(111) surface the problem is that the clean surface is not capable to
bind CO molecules.
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Figure 12: Energetics calculated using the NEB method for the CO oxida-
tion reaction on Pd(111) (filled squares) [73], on Ag(111) (open circles) and
on PdAg(111) (open squares) between the initial (0) and final (6) state. In
the initial state O and CO are at the nearest-neighbor fcc sites (see Fig. 11),
in the final state CO2 is lying horizontally above the surface. The zero of
the energy corresponds to CO desorption energy from the O pre-covered
surface in each case. For more details see Paper II.
Our purpose has been to study the effect of alloying on electronic structure
and the hybridization. We concentrate in Fig. 12 on the processes on the
surface. For this reason the zero energy level is taken to be the desorption
level of the CO molecule. This way it is easy to see whether the reaction
could happen or not, regardless of what the energy for the O2 molecule
in vacuum. We have not separately verified that the maximum energy
point along the minimum energy path given by the NEB calculations is
the transition state. We are confident that, with geometries that are this
simple, the NEB is capable to find the correct transition state.
It is shown that the Ag(111) surface cannot effieciently catalyze CO ox-
idation. The Ag(111) surface lacks the capability of dissociating the O2
molecules and it binds the CO molecules too weakly to be effective. Both
of these incapabilities can be promoted with introducing Pd atoms on the
Ag(111) surface as the Pd sites bind more strongly the CO molecules. Ex-
perimental studies have shown small clusters of Pd atoms to be the reactive
sites for O2 dissociation [69]. This is profitable since pure Pd surfaces binds
O atoms perhaps too strongly to work efficiently at lower temperatures, not
to mention that silver is a whole lot more common and more inexpensive
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material than palladium.
The principle that the interaction between reaction compounds and the
catalytic surface should not be too weak nor too strong, is known as a
Sabatier’s principle [1]. More precisely, the Sabatier’s principle identifies the
universal relation between the activation energies and heats of adsorption
for particular classes of reactions.
5.2 Oxidation of Cu(100) surface
The oxidation of a Cu(100) surface and the oxygen induced reconstruc-
tion are studied with ab initio methods and with stochastic Monte Carlo
simulations. The dissociation of O2 molecules, adsorption of the O atoms
and O2 molecules and diffusion of O and Cu adatoms on the clean and re-
constructed Cu(100) surfaces are discussed. Also, the island formation and
self-assembling of CuO structures on the Cu(100) are considered. The disso-
ciation of the O2 molecules and adsorption of the O atoms and O2 molecules
on the Cu(100) surface have been discussed in Paper IV and on the recon-
structed Cu(100) in Paper V. The island growth and the self-assembling of
the oxide structures have been studied in Paper VI together with further
discussions on the O induced reconstruction of the Cu(100) surface.
5.2.1 Oxygen dissociation on Cu(100)
The experimental sticking coefficient of the O2 molecules on the Cu(100)
surface is low at small incidental energies. This is caused by a small disso-
ciation barrier [8]. In the potential energy surface (PES) calculations this
barrier is not seen. PES studies by Puisto and Alatalo in Paper IV show
direct dissociation without a barrier on the top and at the bridge sites and
a molecular adsorption at the hollow site. This discrepancy between the
experiments and computational studies can be attributed to the steering
effect. The steering effect is taken into account in the molecular dynamics
studies, where the incident molecule may drift to an energetically favor-
able trajectory with a suitable orientation. The further molecular dynamics
studies also confirm the existence of a small dissociation barrier on the clean
Cu(100) [74].
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5.2.2 Oxygen adsorption and diffusion on Cu(100)
The adsorption of O was studied on different co-adsorption geometries to-
gether with Cu adatoms on the Cu(100) surface. The adsorption energies
for the O atom and O2 molecule are seen in Table 4. Of course, in normal
conditions oxygen exists as molecules in the gaseous phase. The compari-
son here addresses the high strength of the O-surface binding and the O-O
repulsion relative to it. For two and three neighboring O atoms, the ad-
sorption energy per atom is slightly decreased because of the O-O repulsion.
The adsorption calculations correspond to O coverages from 1
16
ML to 3
16
ML of oxygen. Typically the experimental results such as experiments by
Fijita et al. [75] are performed at higher O coverages up to 1
3
ML of O, after
which the reconstruction begins to form.
The oxygen adsorption on sub-surface is energetically not-favorable at low
on-surface oxygen coverages on Cu(100). The increasing on-surface oxygen
coverage seems to stabilize the sub-surface adsorption [76]. Similar behav-
ior has been seen on Cu(111) where sub-surface adsorption is energetically
unfavorable [77]. On Cu(111) the oxygen forms bulk Cu2O cuprous oxide
structures on the surface, which is the stable phase under catalytic work-
ing conditions [77]. Even though the structure of Cu2O is different, the
situation is quite similar to the reconstructed Cu(100) oxide surface.
The adsorption of the O2 molecule is weaker which is understandable since
the O2 molecule is more inert compared to the radical O atom. The diffusion
barrier for the O2 molecule is 1.1 eV from a hollow site to another hollow
site. The O2 molecule is adsorbed on a horizontal position at the hollow
and bridge sites. In the diffusion process, the O2 molecule migrates in
an almost horizontal position. The minimum energy path obtained with
an NEB calculation is seen in Fig. 13. For a more detailed analysis see
Paper IV.
According to the ab initio calculations the barrier for Cu atoms to diffuse
on the Cu(100) surface is lower than the diffusion barrier for the O atoms.
This leads to an assumption that Cu might be the more mobile species on
Cu(100), but that cannot be said surely based on the barrier alone. The
migration barriers for Cu atoms vary from 0.25 eV to 0.84 eV and for O
from 0.45 eV to 0.94 eV. The self-diffusion barrier for Cu is lowered by
the presence of O adatoms whereas the effect of Cu on O diffusion is less
pronounced. In addition to the migration barriers, it was found that there
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Table 4: Adsorption energies Eads per atom for the O atom and for the
O2 molecule on the Cu(100) surface. Energies for O atoms residing in
the hollow sites and for O2 molecule in the hollow and bridge site. The
adsorption energies of the O atom (O2 molecule) is compared to the energy
of the atom (molecule) in the vacuum.
Config. Eads (eV)
1O e −5.44
2O ee −5.21
3O eee −5.14
O2 hollow −1.91
O2 bridge −0.82
is an attraction between Cu adatoms and repulsion between O adatoms and
between O and Cu adatoms (Paper IV).
0 1 2 3 4
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Figure 13: O2 diffusion on the Cu(100) surface. The NEB configuration 0
corresponds to the geometry where the O2 resides at the hollow site and the
configuration 4 corresponds to O2 at the bridge site. At the both sites, O2
is adsorbed in a horizontal position.
5.2.3 Oxygen dissociation on reconstructed Cu(100)
One of the interesting features of the Cu(100) surface is the oxygen induced
reconstruction. As the oxygen coverage on the surface increases it forces the
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surface to form Cu(100)-(2
√
2×√2)R45◦-O missing row reconstruction, see
a schematic representation in Fig. 14. The missing row reconstruction is
seen to begin to form at the coverages of 0.34 ML of oxygen and it is
complete when the O coverage reaches 0.50 ML [10, 17].
It seems that the reconstruction is solely coverage driven in the sense that
temperature and pressure do not affect the formation of the reconstruction.
According to Stolbov et al. the driving force behind the reconstruction is
the long range Coulomb repulsion of surface O atoms [10]. Merrick et al.,
on the other hand, state that according to their computational studies the
long range interactions should play a lesser role.
Figure 14: A schematic representation of the missing row Cu(100)-(2
√
2×√
2)R45◦-O surface. The missing row on the surface layer is denoted with
a dashed line.
The reconstructed surface is stable and more inert to the O2 adsorption
and dissociation than the unreconstructed Cu(100). Experimental obser-
vations on the sticking coefficient as well as computational molecular dy-
namics and total energy adsorption studies reveal that the adsorption and
dissociation of oxygen on the reconstructed surface are weaker than those
on the unreconstructed Cu(100) [8, 74] and Paper V. The experimental
molecular-beam surface-scattering experiments show only a weak increase
of the sticking coefficient with respect to the increasing kinetic energy of
the incident molecules. This suggests that on the reconstructed surface the
adsorption of O2 is mediated either by a precursor state or a steering mech-
anism. The calculated dissociation barriers are high being between 3.2 eV
and 4.6 eV. The dissociation and adsorption of O2 and the adsorption and
diffusion of Cu and O adatoms on the reconstructed surface are considered
in details in Paper V.
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5.2.4 Oxygen adsorption and diffusion on reconstructed Cu(100)
The adsorption energies of O2 molecules on the reconstructed Cu surface are
between −0.1 eV and +0.8 eV. The low or even positive adsorption energies
together with the high dissociaton barrier tells about a strong repulsion
between the surface and O2 molecules. The weak binding observed hints
that the O2 molecules would easily diffuse away from the reconstructed
parts of the surface towards the areas with more excess Cu. The passivity
of the reconstructed surface is explained by the missing of free Cu bonds as
they are already saturated with the surface oxygen. On the reconstructed
islands copper and oxygen form oxidule (Cu2O) [10].
The diffusion of O and Cu adatoms on the reconstructed parts of the surface
is slow both along the direction of the missing row and also perpendicular
to it. The diffusion barrier for the O adatom along the missing row is
roughly 1.4 eV and for the Cu adatom almost 2 eV, whereas the migration
barriers for O and Cu adatoms on the unreconstructed Cu(100) surface
are less than 1 eV. This gives a reason to believe that the reconstruction
island formation is dominated by the dissociation and diffusion processes on
the unreconstructed parts of the surface rather than on the reconstruction
islands, see Papers IV and V.
5.2.5 Cu and O structures on Cu(100)
The O and Cu structures on Cu(100) were studied with statistical Monte
Carlo simulations. We have used several different O and Cu adatom cover-
ages and few different temperatures to examine the island and Cu-O struc-
ture formation. We were able to reproduce the c(2× 2)-O domains seen in
the experiments [75], verifying the interpretations of the experimental mea-
surements (Paper VI). The experiments by Fujita et al. [75] were made
in in 450 K surface temperature and the temperatures used in our MC
simulations were 300 K, 450 K and 600 K.
When the coverage of Cu and O adatoms increases we see the formation of
larger Cu islands and c(2× 2)-O domains in between them. The c(2× 2)-O
domains are separated by mobile domain boundaries. The mobility of the
domain boundaries is a result of the mobility of the O adatoms. According
to the MC simulations, oxygen is more mobile species on the Cu(100) even
if the ab initio diffusion barriers for O are higher than those for Cu. The low
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mobility of Cu is caused by the stability of Cu islands where only on-edge
diffusion appears.
Because of the strong repulsion the oxygen will not have nearest neighbor
O or Cu atoms as long as there is room for O to form c(2× 2)-O domains.
After the coverage increases the formation of Cu-O nearest neighbor pairs
occurs. This will initiate the formation of the reconstruction on the Cu(100)
surface. On higher O coverages the reconstruction geometry minimizes the
strong O-O and O-Cu repulsion present on Cu(100). In our simulations
these domains are clearly visible, as seen in Fig. 15.
Figure 15: Snapshots of the simulation lattice in equilibrium. Darker and
denser dots represent Cu (ochre in colors) and lighter and more dilute O
(blue in colors) at T = 600 K. On the left hand side 0.05 ML O, in the
middle 0.15 ML O and on the right hand side 0.25 ML O. On the first row
0.25 ML Cu and on the second row 0.50 ML Cu. Nearest neighbor adatoms
touch each other and the next-nearest neighbor adatoms are linked with a
stick. The vertical and horizontal directions are [011] and [011], respectively.
A locally ordered pattern was observed in the scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) experiments [75]. The c(2× 2) pattern seen in the low energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED) experiments by H. C. Zeng et al. [78] corresponds
to the four-spot structure. The width of the observed diffraction spots in
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the LEED pattern was attributed to the strong distortion of the c(2× 2)-O
structure and to the lack of the long range ordering of adatom oxygen. Our
simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental observa-
tions. Based on the experiments it has been suggested that the c(2× 2)-O
structure with small domains would be a consequence of O-O interaction
that would generally be repulsive, but on certain short distances attrac-
tive [75, 79]. Our simulations are based solely on the local O-O repulsion
and we are able to reproduce the c(2 × 2)-O implying that it is actually
caused by repulsive forces between O adatoms together with repulsive O-
Cu interaction.
The formation of nearest neighbor O-O pairs only occurs at high coverages
because of high O-O repulsion. Similarly there will be nearest neighbor
O-Cu pairs only when the overall coverage, especially the coverage of O
reaches a certain level where there is no room for O to form distinct c(2×2)
domains.
In general, the processes on the Cu(100) surface are dominated by the O-
O repulsion. The repulsion is quite strong, but we have not tested the
sensitivity of the system to the strength of the interactions. The local c(2×
2)-O structure as well as the absence of the long range ordering is due to this
repulsion. Also this repulsion is the driving force behind the reconstruction,
since in (2
√
2×√2)R45◦-O there are no direct O-O nearest neighbors and
the Cu-O structures are forming Cu2O compounds with covalent bonding
via hybridization of the O p-band and the Cu d-band [10, 80], which is
energetically favorable.
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6 Conclusions
Catalytic efficiency of a transition metal surface depends on a few princi-
ples. Especially considering the oxidation, the surface must be capable of
dissociating O2 molecules. The second goal is that the surface must adsorb
reactants, either all of them or some of them depending on the mechanism
of the process. On the other hand, too strong binding makes the reaction
unfavorable and leads to a lower reaction rate. The third issue is that the
newly formed adsorbate should be able to desorb from the surface or oth-
erwise the reaction will lead to the formation of a passivation layer or to
the poisoning of the surface that inhibits further catalysis. This principle is
also known as the Sabatier’s principle [1].
We have shown that by alloying it is possible to control the properties
of transition metal surfaces. In principle this will allow one to determine
which alloy should best suit for the desired purpose and to fabricate more
efficient catalytic materials. Alloying Pd into an Ag surface promotes the
CO oxidation into CO2, which is an industrially crucial process. All the
steps of the oxidation process, i.e. dissociation, adsorption and the reaction
itself are related to the electronic structure of the adsorbates and the surface.
Especially the center of the d-band and the d-band density of states at the
Fermi-level are shown to correlate strongly with the reactivity of the surface.
Alloying Pd into Ag serves as a good model of the situation where a strong
adsorbate in a more weakly binding surface promotes the catalysis. Basi-
cally the strength of the adsorption is determined by the center of d-band
of the transition metal surface [29]. The surface must provide a channel
for the mutual hybridization between the adsorbates to enable the reaction.
This channel is formed via the hybridization of the electronic states of the
adsorbate to the electronic states of the surface. For example, on clean Ag
surface it is seen that there is no binding and no s-p hybridization, and
therefore there will be no channel for charge transfer between the surface
and the adsorbate.
Considering this, if we know the nature of bonding of adsorbates on an
elemental transition metal surfaces, we can use this insight to think which
kind of combination of materials would result to the most effective catalyst
without testing all of the possible combinations. Up to this point we have
considered only elemental surfaces and binary alloys, but the same princi-
ples are also applicable to more complex alloys. Perhaps the best catalytic
surface for CO oxidation is still waiting to be found.
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The ab initio methods have been found to be well suitable for catalytic
studies. The controllable conditions and detailed information about the
electronic structure and system energies allows us to do detailed analyis
and to draw definite conclusions which helps understanding the underlying
physics. For example, the method enables us to study the behavior and the
role of the atomic orbitals during the adsorption and reaction processes. The
ab initio calculations have been proven to be accurate in these problems,
even though there exist several different kind of approximations of poten-
tials and functionals. The absolute values of systems have some variation
according to the chosen method, but especially the relative energies, such
as adsorption and diffusion energies, are obtained consistently. The stud-
ies and results presented in this theses may be further extended to steps,
strain and impurities to make the studies extensive and really applicable
for drawing conclusions and deducting rules how the catalytic properties of
surfaces behave.
The surface oxidation and the formation of reconstruction on Cu(100) have
also been studied and it has been shown that the reconstructed surface
is more inert to the adsorption and dissociation of O2 than the unrecon-
structed Cu(100). Also, the diffusion of Cu and O adatoms on the recon-
structed parts of the surface is significantly slower. This indicates that the
reconstruction island growth at sub-monolayer O coverages is dominated by
the dissociation of O2 molecules and diffusion of O and Cu adatoms on the
unreconstructed parts of the surface.
We have given an explanation to the formation of c(2×2)-O domains based
on the repulsive local interaction between the O adatoms. The formation of
the domains seems to be purely a coverage driven process. A model based
solely on the short range interactions explains experimentally observed re-
sults. This gives us a reason to believe that in this case the structures on
the larger scales are caused by quantum mechanical short range interactions.
These studies give new insight into the driving force behind the formation
of the O covered domains. This far different ambiguous explanations for
the domain formation have been suggested in the literature. The future
extensions to the Cu oxidation studies are to take the gas phase oxygen
into account and to extend the simulations into dynamical, non-equilibrium
conditions.
In the multi-scale modeling, a larger scale model is based on the observa-
tions and results on a smaller scale. This serves as a controllable way to
build a chain of models where one always knows what are the underlying
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interactions. Combining ab initio studies with a larger scale model bridges
the gap between the experiments and the electronic structure calculations.
This is needed to be able to interpret further the experimental observations
and to understand the underlying reasons for the emerged structures.
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APPENDIX A: A Flow chart of the Monte
Carlo code
In Fig. 16 we can see how the execution of the Monte Carlo simulation pro-
gram flows. The basis of the program lies on three loops. The outmost loop
includes different program runs and the initialization of the fundamental
structures and data types. The next inner loop goes over the simulation
time, hence over the number of Monte Carlo steps. All the observables
are measured within this loop after a certain number of Monte Carlo steps.
This conditioning may be bound to physics as well as straight to the number
of steps. The number of steps in a simulation may be determined with a
convergence criteria, according to coverage or with a fixed limit.
Figure 16: General flow chart of the program execution.
The innermost loop contains the elementary events in one Monte Carlo
step. Within this loop an event is chosen and executed. Also the rates,
configurations and search tree are updated after every single event.
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